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Commanders
- FIELD GUIDE -



In the Print and Play materials document you will find a board,
five Action Card sheets, paper minis and token sets.
These should be printed on A4 Color printer prefferably on a
heavy gram paper. This will provide sturdiness of components.

You will need to provide 12 six sided dice which will be used as
health counters for each unit. If you want to further enhance the 
ggame experience, try to find plastic round tokens 3cm in diameter
and use them as a base for paper minis.

Each unit gets these components:
Action Cards

Components
You have been chosen to lead a squad of five hard nailed soldiers
to participate in advanced training sessions against other
Commanders. You will need to prove your tactical knowledge and
expertise by crushing your opponents and dominating the battle
field.

So, what’s it all about?
KKronocell is a two player tactical action game that combines
strategic thinking, timing and use of unit abilites/action cards.
While there are turns, players are able to act or REACT no matter
whose turn it is, making it an action packed experience.

The object of the game is to incapacitate all enemy units or
control the battlefield by capturing vital positions.

Players command a squad of five units, each with special
abilities (Action Cards) and unique plabilities (Action Cards) and unique play styles.
You will need to utilize all the advantages of your units as well as
strategic maneuvers to defeat your opponent.

Players take turns moving their units around the map and using
the Action Cards to perform special unit abilities.

The unique aspect of Kronocell is in players ability to react to
opponents actions, even when it’s not their turn. This feature keeps
the action fluid and without the action fluid and without much downtime.

Your first task is to assemble the army.

Good luck, Commander!
                              Petar Ivancek

Unit Token

Unit Paper Miniature

Greetings, Commander!



Once players have decided on the Army size and they chose the
units they wish to play, it’s time to set up the game.

Place the Unit Portrait tokens on the Unit Panel and set the Health
counters to corresponding values. (You can find these values on the next page.)

Put the Turn marker on Turn number 1.

Place the paper minis on the first row of cells, depending on the
game size. Units can be placed in any order.

Setup

1. GAME STATE PANEL
Game state panel keeps track of turns, point capturing and score
as well as unit health, stunned units and used Action Cards.

2. BATTLEFIELD
This is where you deploy, move and coordinate your army.
Kronocell features scalable game size, so you can play fast 1 on 1
skirmishes or skirmishes or go with a full battle plan mobilizing all of your forces.
The army can vary from a single soldier up to 5 units.

Notice the color difference between cell rings.
These define map boundaries, depending on the game size.
In the inner cluster (the light colour cells) you can play 1v1, 2v2 or
3v3 matches. In these matches you compete over 1 Capture Point.

The next ring (medium gray) is used for 4v4 matches while the 
wwhole board is used for complete 5v5 games. These “bigger”
games feature 3 Capture Points.
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The Gameboard



Units
Each of your units has a special role and unique abilities, such as
movement speed, health points and Action Cards.
Using these traits you will be able to execute devastating combos
and unleash deadly attacks on your opponents.
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Units

THE GUARD
This is your main defender and blocking unit.
Due to massive amount of health, the Guard
can withstand a lot of attacks and even
provide cover for your weaker units.
Utilizes shield blocking abilities as well as
stun, push and basic melee stun, push and basic melee attack.

SPEED: 2 cells/turn
HEALTH: 10 

THE SCOUT
The Scout is your primary melee damage
dealer and Base Capping unit. She is all about
speed, agility and harassment of slower units.
In a combination with other units, 
Scout will deliver killer blows, once the 
eneenemy used up all of its defense cards.

SPEED: 4 cells/turn
HEALTH: 4

THE RIFLEMAN
The Rifleman is a fast, long range attacker, that is
usually played in the back ranks of the battlefield.
He is the weakest of all units in the game, but
the Rifleman packs some serious heat with
4, 3 and 2 point damage actions.

SPEED: 3 cellSPEED: 3 cells/turn
HEALTH: 3

THE DEMOLISHER
Back rank support and critical cell coverage. 
The Demolisher can rain devastating RPG attacks,
while healing friendly units.

SPEED: 2 cells/turn
HEALTH: 6

THE PYRO
The Pyro is a mid range damage dealer that can
dispatch melee attackers with an arsenal of
fiery attacks. Uses direct, area of attack and
cone based attacks.

SPEED: 3 cells/turn
HEAHEALTH: 5



EXECUTION Value determines how much time does
a particular Action take to execute.

COOLDOWN Value determines how many turns need
to pass before this card can be used again.

CARD TYPE Icon represents of what type a particular
Action is. These can be:

    ATTACK      DEFENSE        STUN

RANGE Values determine the distance from which this
card can be used. Range can either be:

                 Linear - used only in a straight line

                 Radial - can be used on any cell in range

CARD DESCRIPTION holds important information on
how the Action is played.

The Action CardThe Action Card



Roll a D6 to determine which player goes first. This is the only
time the dice are rolled. The rest of the game depends on your
tactical skills.

When it’s your turn you can either MOVE a unit or perform an
ACTION by playing an Action Card.

MOVEMENT
UUnits can move in any direction depending on their move speed.
However, they cannot go through other units and they cannot
move outside game boundaries (depends on the game size).

PERFORMING AN ACTION
Pick a unit and place its card face down on the table. 
Your opponent can now choose to either REACT or be idle.
Resolve the situation according to the card descriptions, adjust the
unit unit Health and place the cards in the appropriate Cooldown Slot.

To finish your turn, move the marker 1 space on the Timeline.

The Turn Sequence
When the Action Card is used, it doesn’t go into a discard pile or
to a bottom of the deck. Instead, Kronocell uses an elegant
mechanic - the recharge or COOLDOWN time.

Each Action Card has a COOLDOWN value, which determines
how many turns you have to wait before you can play it again.
To calculate when you can play it again, ADD the COOLDOWN
vvalue to the current turn number.

For example, Scouts “Dodge” Card has a cooldown of 2.
We are on Turn 1 so we add 2 to 1.
Place the card in the Cooldown Slot number 3.
After placing the card, move the Turn marker to finish your turn.

AFTER turn 3, you can take the card and use it again.

Using Actions



    DEFENSE         ATTACK         STUN

During Action and Reaction you might find yourself in a
situation where the Action Cards have the same execution value.
If so, the situation is resolved with this diagram:

If the execution values AND card types are the same, the 
attacking players card wins.

Card Types
Kronocell features a unique ACTION & REACTION mechanic,
which gives you an opportunity to guess your opponents plan and
REACT, effectively blocking or countering the attack.

Each time an Action Card is played the other player can choose to
either react by playing a card or remain idle.
You CANNOT react if your opponent only moved a unit.

AACTION & REACTION SEQUENCE

Player “A” MUST declare which unit he is activating and places
the Action card FACE DOWN on the table.

Player “B” also places a card face down on the table, but is NOT
required to say which unit he is activating.

Player “A” reveals his card and points which unit he is attacking.
If the unit is in RANGE (check the card), the attack is initiated.
If the card has a mIf the card has a movement component, he moves the unit
according to the cards description.

Player “B” now shows his card.

If Player “B”s card matches the attacked unit, compare the
EXECUTION values. The card with lowest value wins, meaning
that action is executed. The other card has no effect.

If Player “B” used a card that doesn’t match the attacked unit,
both actions aboth actions are executed, first Player “A”, then Player “B”.

Action and Reaction



So, your opponent started capping the point and you might be
wondering how to stop it. There are three ways to do it:

Damaging the enemy unit will prolong the capping by one turn.
If damaged, move the Portrait token 1 time unit.

Stunning the unit completely stops the process as the unit token
is moved to Stun State. Once recovered, unit restarts capping if
it is still standing on the Captuit is still standing on the Capture Point.

Pushing the unit off the cell also stops the process. Capping is
also stopped if the player moves the unit of that cell.

Stopping the Capture
The main objective in Kronocell is not destroying the opposing
army (though valid and legitimate method), but capturing the vital
battlefield cells, called Capture Points, indicated with a star.

To capture a point, one of your units must remain on that cell
for 2 whole turns, without being hit or stunned.

Once your unit moves onto a Capture Point, put that units Portrait
TToken 2 turns ahead from the current turn.

When the Turn marker passes the unit token,
you have successfuly captured a Point. Place the
Capture Marker on your scoreboard, indicating
you are one point away to win the game.

Remember, in smaller (1v1, 2v2 and 3v3) games you
only need to capture ONE point in order to win.

Point Capture



Some Attack cards have a push component, like the “Charge”.

“Guard charges into an empty cell or a unit,
pushing it 1 CELL and dealing 1 damage.”
What it essentially does is takes the enemies
position, pushing it away. This card is a great
tool for stopping point capture.

The push can only occur in the stThe push can only occur in the straight line
and away from the attacker, like shown in the
picture below.

Note that you cannot push the enemy outside the map.
If standing on the edge of the board the pushed unit stays in its
place. In case of “Charge”, the Guard is placed next to that unit.

Pushes!
Some of the cards mention stunning the enemy for X turns.
While stunned, a unit cannot move or use an Action. It can be 
attacked, pushed and even stunned again.

When a unit gets stunned, indicate the state by placing the unit
token on the STUN timeline, according to the stun duration.

When a Timeline marker passes the unit token, move the token
back back to its place on the Unit Panel indicating that the stun is over.

Stuns!



PROJECT KRONOCELL
I am very happy to announce that Kronocell doesn’t stop in this
form. More Action Cards will be added in the coming months as
well as completely new armies.
Scenario based play was one of my key development concerns
and if this system proves as solid, new maps will be released 
supporting the ssupporting the story that will unfold around you and your army.

More importantly, there is a very high chance that Kronocell will
be developed in a digital version. This version will be released for
tablets (iOs and Android), as well as stand alone PC and Mac
platforms. Best of all, it will be FREE!

Thank you for downloading this material and I hope you will enjoy
Kronocell as much as I enjoyed developing it. I’ve done my best to
ccreate a deep and rich gameplay while still keeping it fun, simple
and easy to learn. Hope it shows and I hope you have fun with it.

CONTACT
Feel free to contact me with any suggestions, praise or even rage!
All comments are welcome. Head over to Kronocells Facebook
page or follow the developments over Twitter. This way I can see
how many of you actually like the game and if there is actually
a point in ca point in creating more content.

e-mail: kronocell@gmail.com
web: www.facebook.com/kronocell.game
Twitter: @kronocell

Have fun!

The Future
ACTION CARDS
In the cards description you will sometimes see text reffering to
an “ENEMY UNIT” or just a “UNIT”. When it says “UNIT” it means
that it can be used on both friendly and enemy units.

When the text says “ALL UNITS” it means the effect is applied on
both friendly and enemy units.

“Lo“Lob” or “Jump” means that the card can be used even if blocked
by other units.

Keep the Action Cards to yourself! You don’t want the opponent
seeing the options you have.

When the card is placed in the Cooldown slot, turn it face down.
However, in the first few games you can play an “open game”
with cards turned up. This will help you memorize the values.

CCAPPING
While the unit is capping, you can choose to be idle (not move or
play a card). However, if you choose to be idle, your opponent is
allowed to “react”. You are allowed to be idle ONLY while on the
Capture point, otherwise you MUST move or play a card.

You cannot capture the same point twice.
Also, the opponent cannot capture the same point you captured.

Special Rules


